INTRODUCTION
============

Recognition and comparison of regions through which protein molecules function and interact are crucial for the prediction of molecular interactions, which govern practically all cellular processes. Consequently, a broad range of tools for sequence and overall structural alignment are routinely used by the scientific community in the analysis of biological processes and the prediction of function ([@b1]). However, the overall similarity of the sequences and folds does not necessarily imply similarity of biological function ([@b2],[@b3]). It has been shown that proteins with the same fold can have different functions ([@b4]), and that proteins with different folds, such as serine proteases or zinc-binding proteins, can share the same function. Since proteins function by interacting with other molecules, similarity in their biological function is related to the similarity of their corresponding binding regions. These may be sequentially non-continuous regions with no common patterns of amino acids ([@b5]--[@b7]) but sharing a set of physicochemical properties which create similar surface regions. Several approaches have been proposed for the recognition of such functional sites ([@b8]--[@b12]). These are important for drug design ([@b13]) as well as functional annotation ([@b2],[@b14]) and biological classification ([@b15]--[@b17]).

With the progress of the Structural Genomics project, the number of determined structures of protein--protein complexes is growing rapidly. These complexes contain valuable information regarding the functional groups that actually interact with each other. We define a *protein--protein interface* as a pair of regions of two interacting protein molecules that are linked by non-covalent bonds. Analysis and classification of protein--protein interfaces ([@b17]--[@b19]) is the first step in the recognition of preferred binding organizations, which may shed light on the driving forces stabilizing molecular interactions.

In this paper, we present two web servers and freely available software packages for the comparison of protein binding sites and protein--protein interfaces. The first method, SiteEngine ([@b7]), searches the complete structure of one protein for a region similar to the binding site of another. The second method, Interface-to-Interface (I2I)-SiteEngine ([@b20]), utilizes the information regarding patterns of interactions present in protein--protein complexes and performs a simultaneous alignment of pairs of interacting binding sites. In contrast to the methods that compare the locations of the backbone atoms or the identity of the amino acids, the methods presented here consider the physico chemical properties of both backbone and side-chains and assume no similarity of the overall sequences or folds.

SiteEngine: FUNCTIONAL SITES STRUCTURAL SEARCH ENGINE
=====================================================

SiteEngine is an efficient method for the recognition of functional sites in protein structures ([@b7]). It is motivated by several goals. First, analysis of compounds bound to proteins with similar functional sites may suggest chemical groups and scaffolds that can be used in drug design and optimization. SiteEngine can also assist in the recognition of proteins with similar binding sites that can potentially cause side-effects. In addition, it can be applied to recognize regions on the surface of a novel protein that are similar to functional sites of known proteins. This may contribute to a better understanding of the novel proteins\'s function and activation mechanism. Furthermore, classification of proteins according to their functional site may facilitate the development of more efficient database organizations and search schemes.

Method
------

Following Schmitt *et al*. ([@b13]), for each amino acid we group atoms with similar physicochemical properties into functional groups, which are represented by three-dimensional points in space, denoted as *pseudocenters*. Each pseudocenter represents one of the following properties important for protein--ligand interactions ([@b13]): *hydrogen-bond donor (DON)*, *hydrogen-bond acceptor (ACC)*, *mixed donor/acceptor (DAC)*, *hydrophobic aliphatic (ALI) and aromatic*, *pi interactions (PII)*. We construct a smooth molecular surface as implemented by Connolly ([@b21]) and retain only pseudocenters that represent at least one surface exposed atom. When considering binding sites, we refer only to the surface regions that are within 4 Å of the binding partner.

Given the representation described, we calculate all possible transformations that superimpose the input binding site on a similar surface region of the other molecule. The algorithm is based on efficient hashing and matching of almost congruent triangles defined by triplets of pseudocenters. The hashing of the triangles is done with a key that consists of the three parameters of side lengths of a triangle and of an additional physicochemical index, which encodes the properties of its nodes. Each pair of matched triangles defines a candidate transformation which can superimpose the input binding site on a certain region of the complete protein. Similarity of the physicochemical properties and shapes aligned by each transformation is scored using a set of hierarchically applied scoring functions ([@b7]) and a list of top ranking solutions is selected.

Input
-----

The input to the web server consist of two structures (defined by the PDB codes or uploaded files, see [Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The SiteEngine method will search the complete surface of the first molecule for a region similar to the binding site of the second. Although the first structure can be either bound or unbound, the second is required to contain a ligand in the binding site of interest. The definition of the binding site is done through the web form presented in [Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, which provides a list of ligands bound to the input structure. (Only ligands listed as HETATM records of size more than 7 atoms are considered) The binding site is determined by the surface region located within a distance of 4 Å of the selected ligand.

Output
------

The output of SiteEngine is a three-dimensional transformation that can superimpose the binding site of interest on the regions that resemble it in the complete structure. The web server presents the details of the 10 top ranking solutions. For each solution, the calculated transformation, the score and the match list are presented (see [Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). \[The exact details of the score calculation can be found on the webserver and in the Supplementary Materials of Ref. ([@b7])\] The match list provides the details of the 1:1 correspondence between the pseudocenters of the two molecules. The first four columns correspond to the first molecule and the next four columns correspond to the second (query) molecule. For each molecule, the first column provides the chain identifier and the residue number. The second column contains the residue name. The third column gives an abbreviation of the physico chemical property (see Method), and the fourth provides information regarding the source of the property: backbone (b) or side-chain (s). The last two columns denote the distance between the matched pseudocenters and the conservation of the identity of the amino acid that originated the property. For each solution we provide a PDB file (aligned.pdb) with the superimposition of the input molecules (see [Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

I2I-SiteEngine: ALIGNMENT OF PROTEIN--PROTEIN INTERFACES
========================================================

I2I-SiteEngine is a method for the simultaneous structural alignment of two protein--protein interfaces ([@b20]). It utilizes information regarding patterns of interacting functional groups to increase the speed and the quality of the alignment. Similarly to SiteEngine, the method can be useful in drug discovery and the prediction of side-effects. However, in the case of protein--protein interfaces the drug design strategy may differ, since we are interested in prevention of association or dissociation of the protein molecules. The analysis and classification of protein--protein interfaces with methods such as I2I-SiteEngine allows the recognition of certain binding organizations shared by different protein families that might be important for the formation and stability of the protein--protein complex. Their recognition may assist in the discovery and optimization of drug leads that target these centers of interaction. In addition, given a structure of a novel complex with an unknown function, the method can be applied to recognize complexes with similar binding organizations and biological functions ([@b17]).

Method
------

We define an *interface* as an unordered pair of interacting binding sites (*A* and *B*) that belong to two non-covalently linked protein molecules. An interface is represented by a pair of interacting surfaces and a set of pseudocenters that create them. The interacting surfaces are defined by a set of solvent accessible surface points ([@b21]) that are located within 4 Å from the surface of the binding partner. The pseudocenters are extracted as described above, according to the definition of Schmitt *et al*. ([@b13])

Given the representation described, we compute the candidate transformations that superimpose one interface on the other. To increase the speed and the quality of the alignment, we construct transformations only on triplets of *interacting* pseudocenters which have a *complementary* physicochemical property (with which it can interact) at the other binding site. Specifically, hydrogen-bond donors are complementary to acceptors, while hydrophobic aliphatic and aromatic pseudocenters can interact only with similar ones ([@b17],[@b20]). Each candidate transformation is then scored by a set of scoring functions, which are an extension of those described for SiteEngine ([@b7]), to simultaneously compare two pairs of binding sites. The top ranking solutions are the transformations that, when applied, maximize the similarity of the physicochemical properties and shapes of the interfaces.

Input
-----

The input to I2I-SiteEngine consists of two protein--protein complexes, which are defined either by the PDB codes or by the uploaded structures. Since many protein--protein interfaces are part of multimolecular ensembles, we recognize the protein chains that interact with each other and prompt the user to select the interface of interest. (Two protein chains are considered to be interacting if there are at least five atoms of one chain that are within a distance of 6.0 Å of the other chain.) The interface is automatically extracted and the I2I-SiteEngine method is applied.

Output
------

Given two input interfaces *I* = (*A*, *B*) and *I′* = (*A′*, *B′*) we assume that the correspondence between the binding sites of the two complexes is unknown, that is, that binding site *A* can be aligned either to *A′* or to *B′*. Both alignments are considered and the solution that provides the highest score is selected. Assume that the highest scoring correspondence is obtained in the alignments of binding sites *A* to *A′* and *B* to *B′*. Then, the output of I2I-SiteEngine will first present the details of the alignment of the pair of binding sites (*A, A′*) and then of the pair (*B*, *B*′) in a format similar to the one described for SiteEngine. For each solution we provide an output PDB file (aligned.pdb) with the superimposition of the two complexes. Additional details can be found at <http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/I2I-SiteEngine/help.html>.

PERFORMANCE AND AVAILABILITY
============================

The web servers of SiteEngine and I2I-SiteEngine are available from <http:/bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/>. Given the input PDB structures, the software is immediately invoked and the results are presented to the user. The response time is a matter of minutes and the main bottlenecks of the server are its general overload and the construction of the surfaces and grids, which is done before the algorithm invocation. Users who are interested in performing large-scale database searches ([@b7],[@b17]) are advised to download the software packages, which are freely available for download from the web servers. The packages contain the software as well as additional scripts for database construction, screening and ranking. The user manual is also provided.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
===========================

We have presented two web servers for online recognition and comparison of binding sites and protein--protein interfaces. The algorithms behind the web servers are highly efficient and have been applied to perform large-scale database searches of the entire PDB ([@b7]). Recently, Mintz *et al*. ([@b17]) applied I2I-SiteEngine to perform 5 million comparisons in order to classify all the protein--protein complexes currently available in the PDB. By downloading the software packages the user can perform an offline construction and search of any database of interest. Next we intend to develop an efficient method of preprocessing the available structural data, which will allow online searches of the entire PDB.
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![Web interface of SiteEngine. (**a**) Main web server interface. (**b**) Chains and binding site selection form. (**c**) Output page example. (**d**) Visualization of the superimposition defined by the output PDB file (aligned.pdb) for the example in (c). The web server provides a rasmol script (pha.rsm provided in all_results.zip) which colors the physicochemical properties shared by the aligned binding sites. Hydrogen-bond donors (DON) are colored blue; acceptors (ACC), red; donors/acceptors (DAC), green; hydrophobic aliphatic (ALI), orange; and aromatic (PII), white.](gki482f1){#fig1}
